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Behavioural Economics 
Why do we procrastinate, buy, 
borrow, and grab chocolate on 

the spur of the moment
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ECONOMIC MAN 

• logical

• rational 

• self-interested 

• intelligent 

• analytic 

• selfish 
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ITS NEUROSCIENCE NOT ROCKET SCIENCE

System 1

Impulsive

Automatic

Intuitive

System 2

Thoughtful

Deliberate

Calculating

Two lanes, one track
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BET ON THE HARE

• Prior memories lead to associations

• Memories matter more than experiences

• Target fast thinking
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REFRAME YOUR PITCH

1. Understand automatic, intuitive thinking - unleash your target’s uncontrolled side

2. Target people through a different perspective by using their fast automatic system to 
get to their real beliefs

3. Guide them through a battery of positive associations that inspire them to live an 
extraordinary memory effortlessly.

“the aim of marketing is to know and 

understand the customer so well the product 
or service fits him and sells itself.”
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HOW DO YOU RE-FRAME?
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Can we successfully Re-Frame Pensions?
Educational messages don’t work - They don’t resonate

‘You are stupid, and here is what to think & do’ 

People tune out or forget things that are inconsistent with their beliefs in economic 
and political markets

There is no tendency toward a median taste; divergence, not convergence, is the 
trend. 

The successful persuader will find an angle and pander to it
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Improving member decision making
Retirement Account

Fund A Fund B Fund C Fund D

Harry Markowitz’s retirement account
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Improving member decision making

When unreliable probabilities are fed into your decision-making 

system  (         ) 

the likely result is… 
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• In the future, we want to eat fruit, to quit 
smoking, and to watch Bergman films

• Now, we want chocolate, cigarettes, and a 
trashy movie

People very robustly want instant gratification 
right now, and want to be patient in the future

IRRATIONAL REALITY MAN 
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ADDRESSING OUR IMPERFECTIONS?

Pre-commitments get around 

• the lure of temptation
• our tendency to procrastinate on 

matters that have an immediate 
cost but a future payoff, (dieting, 
exercise, and RETIREMENT) 


